Lexis® Visualfiles
Customisable workflow solution
Improving your efficiency today. Evolving with you tomorrow.

Lexis® Visualfiles is a powerful workflow solution that will dramatically increase
your profitability, productivity and client satisfaction by optimising efficiencies
through the automation and streamlining of processes and tasks.
This flexible easy-to-use solution, coupled with LexisNexis’ unrivalled experience, delivers
a system that will support your organisation’s ambitions today and in the future.
Lexis Visualfiles has been the automation tool of choice for top tier firms, corporate and
government departments for over a decade.

The software has enabled a simpler more
streamlined system to be developed, which
is easier for users to operate. It reflects
the Commission’s business needs more
accurately and also enables more precise
reporting, quickly.
Legal Aid Commission of Tasmania

Lexis Visualfiles – Designed with your efficiency and productivity in mind
Lexis Visualfiles delivers immediate value and operational efficiency with its user-friendly extension to Microsoft
Outlook. This extension provides a file-centric view of documents, emails, contacts and standard precedents.
Additionally, the feature-rich and easy-to-use platform streamlines your processes and provides you with the
tools to adapt as your business grows into new areas.

Lexis Visualfiles: Key features for improved efficiency
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By choosing Lexis Visualfiles, you will:
access to
99Streamline
systems and information to
provide authorized users with
a full 360o view of all files, at all
times and simultaneously.
operational
99Maximise
efficiency with access to real
time business performance
and work load reporting,
providing complete visibility
to key stakeholders.

cost and increase
99Reduce
security through Lexis
Visualfiles’ fully integrated
document management
repository, which allows
users to easily file and
retrieve matter related
correspondence both quickly
and seamlessly.
accuracy and
99Achieve
improve productivity through
automation of document
assembly, data entry and even
the most complex business
processes.

complete flexibility with
99Gain
the Lexis Visualfiles Rapid
Application Development
toolkit that enables users to
define, control, monitor and
automate the flow of business
processes.
confidence in a trusted
99Have
solution, created by an
international leader in the
legal market and workflow
solutions, and used by top
tier firms, corporate and
government departments.

As a result of the development of the Lexis Visualfiles solution, the Legal Aid
Commission of Tasmania can now process and allocate grants of aid more
efficiently, than any other Legal Aid Commission in Australia.
Legal Aid Commission of Tasmania

Lexis Visualfiles – Designed to meet today’s needs and tomorrows
opportunities
Lexis Visualfiles is a low risk, mature and highly flexible workflow solution, with the ability to adapt to your changing
needs and ambitions. Highly scalable, it has been proven to perform with up to 2000 concurrent users.

Lexis Visualfiles – Protecting your technology investment through integration
Lexis Visualfiles can easily be extended and
expanded as business requirements change,
ensuring you minimise your technology
investment risk.

Our clients invariably need
their legal matters dealt
with promptly. By using
Lexis Visualfiles, along
with the other integrated
systems at Crown Law, our
lawyers have a streamlined,
tailor-made system to
help them manage files
and access relevant
information quickly
and easily.
Crown Law
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That is why it has been the trusted solution partner to many top tier organisations across the world over the
last decade.
In Australia, Lexis Visualfiles provided Sparke Helmore with a scalable solution that met the firm’s unique
demands of workflow, project management and reporting requests of clients.

We needed to invest in a solution that would allow us the flexibility to differentiate
our service from the rest. The user and cost efficiencies of Lexis Visualfiles
benefited Sparke Helmore and helped us launch a more efficient service. We were
delighted to be able to provide our client with an improved view of its projects.
Thanks to elements of Lexis Visualfiles, we were able to deliver this innovative client
service on time and on budget.
Peter Campbell, CIO and Knowledge Director, Sparke Helmore

For more success stories and to see how Lexis Visualfiles
can help you achieve your operational efficiency objectives,
visit www.lexisnexis.co.nz/visualfiles

LexisNexis Visualfiles is the backbone of our operations. It is ‘the’ key tool that
is helping us to achieve our business goals and in our effort to excel at being a
21st Century professional legal organisation.
Gerard Kamath, Business Manager of Legal Services at Lambeth Council

Find out how Lexis Visualfiles can optimise your organisation’s operational
efficiency by calling 0800 800 986, visit www.lexisnexis.co.nz/visualfiles
or email: customer.service@lexisnexis.co.nz
LexisNexis Customer Support
LexisNexis is dedicated to helping customers achieve and maintain their competitive advantage by
providing the highest quality in support and services. When you choose a LexisNexis technology solution,
you can get access to highly skilled, customer support assistance.
Additional add-on, training, services and solutions are also available and implementation is provided by
on-site support staff. Our dedication and technical expertise help ensure the success of every LexisNexis
implementation, training and maintenance.

LexisNexis Consultancy Services
Take advantage of our network of highly-skilled Consultants available to support you with:
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Project Management, Business Analysis, Business process mapping, Application Development, Web
portal development, Report Writing, Online and Classroom Training, Train the Trainer, Technical and
End user documentation and more. Find out more by calling 0800 800 986.
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